


The Game Has
Changed.
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The central premise of the Moneyball movie is that the collective wisdom of baseball insiders (including players, managers, coaches, scouts, and the front office) over the past century is subjective and often flawed. Winning needed to be accomplished differently. The story makes you come away with a sense of the power of data analysis, which is a prominent theme in business today. Data analytics are everywhere. New technology makes sophisticated data analytics and data mining possible, and it’s being used by so many industries now: healthcare, crime prevention, the education sector, social media, you name it.Today we find ourselves in a period of rapid transition, embarking upon an age of automation, connectivity, artificial intelligence and robotics. It is fundamentally changing the way we live, work and relate to one another. Entire industries are vanishing right before us as new industries emerge and new careers along with them. The game has changed indeed. 



Roadmap

• What Tomorrow’s Competitive Market Looks Like

• Recommended Ways to Leverage Your Company for Success 
(Do’s and Don’ts)

• Application to Winning New Contracts

• Conclusion
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This presentation has three main segments:What Tomorrow’s Competitive Market Looks LikeRecommended Ways to Leverage Your Company for Success (Do’s and Don’ts)Application to Winning New Contracts
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#1:   What Tomorrow’s Competitive Market Looks LikeThe 4th Industrial Revolution Is Underway. Some like to refer to it as “Industry 4.0”It is the idea of smart factories in which machines are augmented with web connectivity and connected to a system that can visualize the entire production chain and make decisions on its own.It represents the combination of cyber-physical systems, the Internet of Things, and the Internet of Systems.It brings a range of new technologies that combine the physical, digital and biological worlds. These new technologies will increasingly impact all disciplines, economies and industries, and even challenge our ideas about what it means to be human.The speed of current breakthroughs has no historical precedent. When compared with previous industrial revolutions, the Fourth is evolving at an exponential rather than a linear pace. Moreover, it is disrupting almost every industry in every country. And the breadth and depth of these changes herald the transformation of entire systems of production, management, and governance.A century ago, electricity was in the process of taking over from steam power in manufacturing. Many successful incumbent companies—in fact, most of them—did not survive the transition from one power source to another.Businesses that want to thrive in the coming era of digital transformation need to understand why this happened and heed some critical lessons from the past.
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To bring that same point to our current times, here are some prominent chains you may recognize that are no longer around.



Machine 
Intelligence

• Human mind (Accountants with 
spreadsheets, engineers using CAD 
software, and workers performing complex 
tasks with technology)

Platform • Modernized Products (Goods and Services)

Crowd

• Knowledge, processes, expertise, 
experience, relationships, and capabilities 
that have built up internally and across 
supply chains

Source: “Harnessing Our Digital Future – Machine | Platform | Crowd,” by Andrew McAffee and Eric Brynjolfsson

Trends Counterparts
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4th Revolution Is Fueled by Three TrendsThese trends are replacing their former counterparts.Trend: 	Machine Intelligence—rapidly increasing and expanding capabilities. Machines are no longer just simply following carefully coded instructions provided by human programmers; they’re learning how to solve problems on their own. This development vastly enlarges the scope of applications and tasks that machines can now address. Counterpart:	Human mind (Accountants with spreadsheets, engineers using CAD software, and workers performing complex tasks with technology)Trend:	Platforms—fearsome competitors that form quickly and bear little resemblance to the established incumbents in their industries yet are deeply disrupting them Counterpart:	Modernized Products (Goods and Services)Trend:	Crowd—remarkably large amount of connected human knowledge, expertise and enthusiasm distributed worldwide always available and able to be focused, virtually Counterpart:	Knowledge, processes, expertise, experience, relationships, and capabilities that have built up internally and across supply chainsThe possibilities of billions of people connected by mobile devices, with unprecedented processing power, storage capacity, and access to knowledge, are unlimited. And these possibilities will be multiplied by emerging technology breakthroughs in fields such as artificial intelligence, robotics, the Internet of Things, autonomous vehicles, 3-D printing, nanotechnology, biotechnology, materials science, energy storage, and quantum computing.For the first time in human history a near-majority of the world’s population are now connected with each other digitally, and with a large chunk of the world’s accumulated knowledge. What’s more, they can contribute to this knowledge themselves, creating a virtuous cycle. They can also engage in many kinds of exchanges and transactions, bringing billions more participants into the modern global economy.
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#2:	Recommended Ways to Leverage Your Company for Success (Do’s and Don’ts)The subtitle of Moneyball (the book, by Michael Lewis) is “The Art of Winning an Unfair Game,” which illustrates a key point for business leaders. The “unfair game” is that major league baseball teams play with different budgets and with different constraints. There’s a parallel here for contractor firms trying to win contracts.It also shows us how our behavioral biases, observational biases and decision-making limitations lead us to make systematically bad decisions.These days, the term “Big Data” is popping up everywhere in business, regardless of the industry you are in. What exactly is Big Data? It can be defined as, “Extremely large data sets that may be analyzed computationally to reveal patterns, trends, and associations, especially relating to human behavior and interactions.”Staggering facts about data:Within five years there will be over 50 billion smart connected devices in the world, all developed to collect, analyze and share data. (Forbes)By 2020, we will have over 6.1 billion smartphone users globally. (Forbes)In 2015, 1 trillion photos were taken and billions of them were shared online. (Forbes)By 2017, nearly 80% of all photos were taken on smart phones. (Forbes)Currently, up to 300 hours of video are uploaded to YouTube every minute of the day. (Forbes)More than 90% of all the data in the globe was generated over the course of the past two years. (Business2Community)Every single minute of every day, at least 570 new websites come into existence. (Business2Community)The total volume of data that the industry captures and stores, gets doubled in every 1.2 years. (Business2Community)
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So what does all of this mean with respect to age old practice of winning contracts and why should I care, you may ask.Last year, authors Josh Sullivan and Angela Zutavern (BAH Employees) published “The Mathematical Corporation”According to their book, the answer to So What? Is that you will need to become a Mathematical Corporation—the sooner, the betterSuccessful companies of the future will become significantly more complex and embrace a new kind of sophisticated leadership that thrives on the edge where machine intelligence blends with human ingenuity to achieve Adopters, like those in the previous three Revolutions, will significantly benefit from the rewards of realizing many long-standing constraints will no longer apply. Using the other three revolutions as examples, the idea of switching from steam power to electricity seems so obvious to us in hindsight. So, why was it so hard to see at the time?Why are technology progressions that are so obvious in retrospect so hard to see accurately while they’re unfolding? And why are so many of the smartest and most experienced people and companies, and the ones most affected by the change, the least able to see it?Research in many different fields points to the same conclusion: it’s exactly because incumbents are so proficient, knowledgeable, and caught up in the status quo that they are unable to see what’s coming, and the unrealized potential and likely evolution of the new technology.



Recommendations for Industry 4.0—Become 
a Mathematical Corporation

Do’s

• Transform how company is run. Focus on 
winning. Change culture. 

• Break old paradigms for making quicker 
decisions.

• Exploit use of advancing technology, 
predictive analysis, artificial intelligence, 
global connectivity and social 
networking.

• Maximize competitiveness by replacing 
fixed costs related to winning new work 
with variable costs.

Don’ts

• Don’t wait for industry to change to your 
liking. Be the change.

• Don’t just become a data-driven org. 
Combine mathematical smarts of 
machines with best of human ingenuity. 

• Don’t be a copycat competitor trying to 
replicate how others have succeeded.

• Don’t trade effectiveness related to 
winning new contracts for efficiency.

• Don’t shy away from complexity.
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Recommendations for Industry 4.0—Becoming a Mathematical CorporationDo’sLeaders must transform how they run their organizations, or competitors will own them—potentially overnight. Make winning new revenue the most important thing. Change culture.New leadership must break old paradigms by shattering constraints of long-accepted thinking—the rigid belief that the best decisions always result from intuition and experience.Become a data-driven org more than an analog or personality driven org. Maximize the use of advancing technology, predictive analysis, global connectivity and social networking to increase your competitive speed, agility and strength.Constantly maximize competitiveness but do not trade effectiveness in winning for efficiencyThe mathematical corporation does not just look back at what successful companies have done.Don’tsDon’t wait for industry to change to your liking. Be the change.Don’t just become a data-driven org. Combine mathematical smarts of machines with best of human ingenuity. Don’t be a copycat competitor trying to replicate how others have succeeded.Don’t trade effectiveness related to winning new contracts for efficiency.Don’t shy away from complexity



US Government 
spends ~$500B 
each year via 
contracts with 
industry. 

Roughly 2% 
(~$10B) of this 
value is re-
invested by 
companies to 
win new 
contracts. 

~20% ($2B) 
spent after
RFP released

~80% ($8B) 
spent before
RFP released
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Winning New Contracts As a Mathematical CorporationLet’s begin with a baseline for how companies go about winning contracts  Let’s assume the industry average for annual Bid & Proposal (B&P) budgets is 2% of that year’s revenue. A company generating $100M/year gets a $2M B&P funds to allocate over the year to win contracts.G&A budgets are different—that refers to expenditures related to the day-to-day operations of a business like rent, utilities, insurance, and managerial salaries.So, at a an estimated average cost of $100K/proposal, that should fuel around 20 proposals.If only it were that simple.Research indicates that most firms claim to spend about 80% of the B&P budget before the RFP is released—that’s $1.6M in this case. Just consider how much of that money, time and company resources not to mention the distraction to leadership and others really is. Now imagine this waste in scale across the industry—that’s somewhere between $8B-$12B/year invested without very impressive ROI.So dropping the $1.6M leaves only $400K for actual proposal preparation. Using the same estimated average cost of $100K/per proposal, that’s only 4 proposals per year. Further assuming a 25% win rate, that leaves a $100M company bidding opportunities and only winning one over an entire year.Humans have many great virtues but with respect to winning contracts in the Industry 4.0 marketplace, they are very constrained, often misaligned and inefficient. And with all due respect, they can be unreliable—here one day and gone another.  Or worse, they are on the clock but not actually working. A study in 2017 says the average office employee spends more than 8 hours per week on non-job-related activities (online shopping, web surfing, social media, personal calls, texting, watching sports, etc)—that’s 20% waste!This almost doubles during March Madness.On the other side of the coin, both the government and contractor skilled labor forces are increasingly lagging comparable technical industries. The collective federal workforce is aging while the Government wrestles with both hiring freezes and a weakening attraction to younger, talented career path choosers.  A very large portion of the current industry workforce is above the age of 50. Meanwhile, industry employee turnover gets higher leading to more erosion of mutual trust and allegiance that ultimately displaces many workers beyond the federal industry and discourages new ones to enter.As a result of this new rapidly changing business landscape—workplace skills are currently turning over every 2.5 years. That is expected to keep getting shorter.Being ‘good’ in is no longer good enough.As it relates to successfully maintaining healthy revenues in the federal contracting industry, the following 6 things are outdated practices that have diminishing effectiveness. If any of these apply to your orgs, you should look to discontinue them in exchange for more sophisticated and inventive ways to win contracts.You can no longer build and maintain a meaningful opportunity pipeline fashioned from generalized information sources or are scraped off some elementary searches within monthly online subscription providers or by conducting the most basic FedBizOps queries.Winnable opportunities become winnable after you have invested in the work to make sure it is the best fit for your company and THEN you have invested the work to build up a high confidence that you can outperform every other bidder. Short of this, don’t put too much stock into an excited BD person who just heard about this new opportunity during the last luncheon. If it’s a contract worth having, you have a lot of work to get ready. Be objective and methodical about what goes in the pipeline. Avoid scenarios where critical PWIN for targeted opportunities is placed more upon the shoulders of a few individuals than on the company as a whole. There must be balance. People, whether they are employees or consultants, are constrained by natural human bandwidth limitations such as time, relevancy, availability, varied skills and talents, their narrow sets of personal experiences and imperfect professional networks.Being introduced, or “matched” to other bidder firms who happen to be interested in the same opportunities as you is not groundbreaking. It’s probably not meaningful and most likely irrelevant. It’s like a single guy wanting a date and getting a list of names of single girls. Narrowing the list to only blondes or girls with names starting with “J’ don’t move the needle for increasing PWIN. Only slightly helpful in rare cases assuming he takes all the risks and does all the work. Avoid making managing the budget to win more important than winning contracts within the budget you have. Winning is the most important objective, not staying under budget. Spreading out annual B&P budgets to as many bids as possible is not an effective win strategy.Placing too much reliance in ‘Rainmakers’ will almost always disappoint both parties in the end. It’s progressively more challenging to build new relationships and establish brand loyalty with important government personnel unless your firm is the incumbent. Also, Government personnel are not staying in their roles very long anymore plus there is a waning ability for contractor firms to effectively shape new government requirements or to directly influence an agency acquisition strategy that yields a discernable competitive advantage to a specific bidder.Don’t fall for the trap of becoming overconfident with standardized processes (aka, ‘industry best practices’) or extensive hierarchical approvals for periodic control gates, etc to win contracts. This is the opposite of best practice. 	If you really think about it, this is not a focus on creatively out-maneuvering the competition to win each opportunity but rather it’s a top-down complacent preference for efficiency over effectiveness. 	All the SharePoint sites, re-use libraries,100-page PowerPoint Capture templates, alleged coaches and popular “certifications” may be fine, but they don’t win contracts. Contracts are won in similar fashion to how tribesman hundreds of years ago armed with only sticks and sharp objects hunted down a single 3000 lb buffalo in a large herd on an open plain. By complete focused force of will, with extraordinary talent and intense preparation, cunning resourcefulness and ingenuity pushed by a warrior-like commitment to not lose no matter what it takes. 	Besides, the more routine or repeatable your processes for winning, the more pattern-oriented you become. The more pattern-oriented you become, the more predictable you are. If you truly want to win, don’t be predictable. 



Machine Intelligence Improves Targeting Most Desirable + Winnable Contracts
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Too Much Supply Chasing Too Little Demand. Bidding is riskier than ever.Bidding the Wrong Contract Is Bad. Winning the Wrong Contract Is Worse. The riskiest, most painful, most demoralizing and most expensive contracts are the ones bid but lost. Bidder firms are abandoning the proper due diligence necessary to identify and qualify the right opportunities to pursue, how to optimize resource allocations for winning the right contracts while not wasting resources to win poison pills. Confounding this matter further is the ongoing requirement to keep a balanced focus leaning forward without invoking too much disruption to daily operations or misappropriating the tight B&P budgets which leave little room for error.Identifying and winning the right opportunities in scale is the universally shared business fundamental across all contractors—there’s no way around it. This is much easier said than done. The shelf-life of information and competitive advantage is getting shorter and shorter  This critical element of the business competes for internal resources and becomes the most probable of scapegoats when it fails to hit the mark. Winning contracts is outcome oriented and reflects a company’s health and vitality. The winnability of a company’s ongoing pipeline of opportunities serves as its lifeblood. Because all contracts have expiration dates, contract holders are in a constant state of decline so they must continuously be bidding on new contracts. Like top notch athletes, atrophy sets in and weakens the body for those who fall behind making it tougher to re-establish lost momentum while competitors rush in to fill the void.Successful bidders will need to bid only the best-fitting opportunities that represent the highest winnability. Machine Intelligence can, and will, play increasingly larger roles in sniffing out only the best opportunities that perfectly match the bidder. Technology and thinking machines are already in the process of figuring out which opportunities to bid, and why. Moreover, predictive and prescriptive analysis will empower the bidder to accurately forecast everything about winning and performing the contract as if it is has already been won. 



Platforms can provide 
high quality, on-
demand, affordable 
products and services 
to improve PWIN on 
the right opportunities 
best fitting your org
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Uber. Airbnb. Amazon. Apple. Paypal. All of these companies disrupted their markets when they launched. Today they are industry leaders. The cutting edge businesses are built on platforms: two-sided markets that are revolutionizing the way we do business. Platforms are new business models that use advancing technology to connect people, organizations, and resources in an interactive ecosystem in which amazing amounts value can be created and exchanged. No matter who you are or what you do for living, it’s very likely that platforms have already changed your life as an employee, a business leader, a professional, a consumer, a citizen—and are poised to produce even greater changes in your daily life in years to come. North America has more platform firms creating value, as measured by market capitalization, than any other region in the world. Until recently, most businesses were built around products and services which were designed and created with internally controlled resources and infrastructure at one end of the pipeline and delivered to customers at the other end. Today, plenty of pipeline-based businesses still exist—but when platform-based businesses enter the same marketplace, the platforms virtually always win.Platforms beat pipeline companies because platforms scale more efficiently by eliminating gate keepers. One reason that pipelines rely on inefficient gatekeepers to manage the flow of value from the producer to the consumer. The elimination of gatekeepers also allows consumers greater freedom to select products that best suit their needs. Platforms beat pipelines because platforms unlock new sources of value creation and supply. This allows platforms to disrupt the traditional competitive landscape by exposing new supply of producers to meet a wider spectrum of demand from consumers. Platforms beat pipelines by using data-based tools to create community feedback loops. Strategy has moved from controlling unique internal resources and erecting competitive barriers to orchestrating external resources and engaging vibrant communities of like-minded people. This means that innovation is no longer the province of in-house experts and R&D labs, but is produced through crowdsourcing and the contribution of ideas by independent participants in the platform.So what does all this have to do with winning contracts?There are innumerable ways that we can imagine. We’ll table that for another breakfast someday, perhaps. One of the most obvious direct relationships of platforms to the winning pertains to bidder firms who are, in themselves, pipeline businesses. Bidder firms typically internally endeavor to control all aspects, decisions and resources needed to win contracts, they are not scalable and agile. Finite resources that are not elastic and dynamic enough to perfectly conform to every new opportunity or challenge prevents bidder firms from achieving a measurable economies of scale. Bidder firms traditionally must cover many fixed costs to identify, qualify, pursue and win contracts while their competitors are shedding that burden in exchange for on-demand, just-right, resources on a variable cost basis. Trying to counteract this deficiency with surge support independent hourly consultants who augment existing staff is good in that it shifts fixed costs to variable, however this alternative as a primary strategy is very inefficient, risky, expensive, it’s a managerial drain on internal staff and it doesn’t scale. The more you need, the more you must find and recruit and the more you must pay. Worse, this approach rarely, if ever, measurably influences PWIN for the better. 



Illustrations: Artwork adapted from "Team of Teams: New Rules of 
Engagement for a Complex World“ by General Stanley McChrystal

Leverage Custom Dream Teams
In today’s fast-moving, complicated business 
and global environment, leaders need to 
abandon traditional structures to create 
more nimble, effective teams. 
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The third and final trend of Industry 4.0 is the Crowd. As we’ve covered, the world is changing faster than ever, and the smartest response for those in charge is to give small groups the freedom to experiment while driving everyone to share what they learn across the entire organization. The technological changes of recent decades have led to a more interdependent and fast-paced world. This creates a state of increasing complexity. Most bidder firms embrace structure and culture of disciplined, stratified reductionism which has roots deep in military organizational history. This organizational culture is not unique to the military;; since the first Industrial Revolution, most businesses have subscribed to management doctrines designed for achieving highly efficient execution of known, repeatable processes at scale. Does this sound familiar? Despite the success of this approach throughout the twentieth century, it has its limits. Like the Maginot Line, it is insufficient for tackling a new generation of threats. Efficiency is no longer enough.Complexity produces a fundamentally different situation from the complicated challenges of the past; complicated problems required great effort but ultimately yielded to prediction. Complexity means that, in spite of our increased abilities to track and measure, the world has become, in many ways, vastly less predictable. This unpredictability is fundamentally incompatible with reductionist managerial models based around planning and prediction. The new environment demands a new approach. Since the pursuit of efficiency can limit flexibility and resilience, you must pivot away from seeing efficiency as the managerial Holy Grail. To confront a constantly shifting threat in a complex setting, it is better to implement maximized adaptability with shared understanding and commitment on the desired outcome. Like winning a targeted contract that is a must-win.The never-ending quest for efficiency must give way to a tireless effort to ensure adaptability and that, in turn, hinges on developing a living, dynamic team of teams. Agility, in scale, is more effective in overcoming complexity than efficiency.So again, you may ask, what does the topic of Crowd have to do with winning contracts?Successful bidders are increasingly leveraging this concept of on-demand, bottom-up built, customized Dream Teams for every opportunity. To use a football term, it’s equivalent to blitz’ing every winnable contract with speed, strength and agility and with a new cast of optimized players each time. Crowdsourcing to win contracts is incredibly fast, it’s highly innovative, it’s agile and it’s formidable. Crowdsourcing in and of itself, can radically improve PWIN for almost any contract opportunity.Today bidder firms are shifting from outdated practice of “efficiency” to “agility in scale” to address increasing complexity throughout the marketplace



Putting It All Together = PWIN Force Multiplier

Data & Information
- Visualization
- Predictive
- Descriptive
- Prescriptive

Relevant Knowledge, 
Experience and 
Relationships Covering 
Vertical and Horizontal 
Aspects Of Targeted 
Opportunities 

On-demand Ecosystem of 
Dynamic, Customized 
(Bottom-up Built) Talent 
Across Wide Spectrum 
with Agility To 
Immediately Specialize 
On Any Topic At Any Time 
In Scale

Incentivized Self-
organizing, Self-managing 
Collective Knowhow with 
Shared Accountability 
That’s Intensely Focused 
On Achieving The Same 
Objective As a United 
Front

Machine Intelligence Platforms Crowdsourcing+ +

Be honest with yourself: What level of 
competitiveness does your company operate 
at with respect to winning new contracts?
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ConclusionWe have covered three main segments:What Tomorrow’s Competitive Market Looks LikeRecommended Ways to Leverage Your Company for Success (Do’s and Don’ts)Application to Winning New ContractsFor what tomorrow’s competitive market looks like, we have discussed the three trends that have us racing into the 4th Industry RevolutionMachine IntelligencePlatformsCrowdFor recommended ways to leverage your company for success, we covered some Do’s and Don’tsGoing deeper, we explored the idea that tomorrow’s game changers will become mathematical corporations.Being good is no longer good enough. And finally, we looked at the mathematical corporation concept as it applies to winning new contracts. You can increase win rates figuring out which bids to not pursue. You can increase PWIN for those best-fitting contract opportunities by fully leveraging the combined power of machine intelligence, platforms and crowdsourcing. By doing this you can create a sustainable PWIN force multiplier that yields an exponentially greater value that scales in real-time over the long term compared to traditional alternatives which bear none of this fruit. After all, the game has changed.
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